Resolving the Physics of Error Field Correction Through Error Field Proxy Experiments in DIII-D*, R.J. Buttery, N.M. Ferraro, R.J. La Haye, M.J. Schaffer, E.J. Strait, General Atomics; J.M. Hanson, Columbia University; J.-K. Park, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory; H. Reimerdes, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne - Recent studies have determined the scale and likely origins of limitations to error field correction by using DIII-D’s multiple coil arrays to apply known large amplitude proxy error fields and attempting correction with additional coils of different structure. It was found that even with pure \( n=1 \) proxy fields and carefully optimized correction field, the benefits of correction were substantially limited, at the \( \sim 50\% \) level in terms of low density access. This indicates coupling of residual fields either through higher order resonances and/or through non-resonant braking of the plasma. The interpretation is confirmed by modeling with the IPEC code, which shows that the correction process reduces resonant components, but increases non-resonant NTV damping, thus decreasing rotation and easing penetration of residual resonant fields. The result is significant, suggesting multiple field components must be compensated to achieve good correction, and that the best approach may be to minimize the total field in the plasma by cancelling error fields close to their source or close to the plasma.
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